Design of small monomeric and highly bright near-infrared fluorescent proteins.
Due to the low absorbance in the far-red (FR) and near-infrared (NIR) "optical window", NIR fluorescent proteins (FPs) are powerful tools for deep imaging. Here, we report three new, highly bright NIR FPs termed BDFP1.8, BDFP1.8:1.8 (tandem BDFP1.8) and BDFP1.9, which evolved from a previously reported FR FP, BDFP1.6: a derivative of ApcF2 from Chroococcidiopsis thermalis sp. PCC7203. ApcF2 binds phycocyanobilin (PCB) non-covalently, while BDFPs, the derivatives of ApcF2, can bind biliverdin (BV) covalently. We identified that dimeric BDFP1.8 and monomeric BDFP1.8:1.8 have a 2.4-and 4.4-fold higher effective brightness, respectively, than iRFP720, which has the highest effective brightness among the reported NIR FPs. Monomeric DBFP1.9 (17 kDa) has one of the smallest masses among highly bright FPs in the FR and NIR regions. Enhancing the affinity between the apo-proteins and the BV chromophore is an effective method to improve the effective brightness of biliprotein FPs. Moreover, BDFP1.8 and 1.9 exhibit higher stability to temperature, pH and light than iRFP720. Finally, the highly bright NIR BDFP1.8 together with FR BDFP1.6 could effectively biolabel cells in dual colors.